Fire Engine Cake Assembly
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Place one 8x4-inch cake on serving
tray. This is the base.

Take a second 8x4-inch cake, and cut and
discard two inches off the end.
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Take the third 8x4-inch cake and cut in half.
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Arrange pieces to form fire engine.
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Fire Engine Cake Recipe
Create four-alarm excitement with a fire engine cake!
Prep Time: 1 hour 30 minutes
Total Time: 3 hours 5 minutes
Makes: 12 servings
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Cake
box Betty Crocker® SuperMoist® devil’s food or yellow cake mix
Water, vegetable oil and eggs called for on cake mix box
Platter, tray or foil-covered cardboard (about 14x10 inches)
Frosting and Decorations
containers (1 lb each) Betty Crocker® Rich & Creamy vanilla frosting
Black food color
Red gel or paste food color
red chewy fruit-flavored gumdrops (not sugar coated)
yellow chewy fruit-flavored gumdrops (not sugar coated)
creme-filled chocolate sandwich cookies
pieces black licorice coil

1. Heat oven to 350°F (325°F for dark or nonstick pans). Grease bottoms and sides of 3 (8x4-inch) loaf pans with
shortening or cooking spray.
2. Make cake mix as directed on box, using water, oil and eggs. Divide batter evenly among pans. Bake 27 to 32
minutes or until toothpick inserted in center comes out clean. Cool 10 minutes. Remove cakes from pans; place
rounded sides up on cooling racks. Cool completely, about 1 hour.
3. Spoon 1/2 cup of the frosting into small bowl; stir in enough black food color to make gray. Place 1/2 cup of the
remaining white vanilla frosting in a small resealable food-storage plastic freezer bag; cut small tip off 1 bottom
corner of bag. Spoon remaining white vanilla frosting into large bowl; stir in enough red food color until desired
red color.
4. Trim rounded tops from each cake to make flat surface. Cut cakes and arrange pieces on platter as shown in
diagram, attaching pieces with thin layer of red frosting, to form fire engine. To “crumb-coat” cake, spread thin
layer of red frosting over entire cake to seal in crumbs. Refrigerate or freeze cake 30 to 60 minutes.
5. Frost area between cab and back of engine with gray frosting. Place remaining gray frosting in small resealable
food-storage plastic freezer bag; cut small tip off 1 bottom corner of bag. Frost remaining fire engine with red
frosting. Pipe on windshield, windows and ladder with white frosting. Trim and discard thin slice (about 1/8 inch)
off bottoms of 4 red and 4 yellow gumdrops; attach trimmed gumdrops for headlights and taillights with white
frosting. Attach remaining gumdrops on top of engine for lights. For wheels, pipe 1/2-inch circle of gray frosting
on center of each cookie for hubcap; attach wheels to cake. Attach licorice coils on sides of cake for hoses.
6. Pipe gray frosting around wheels and bottom edge of engine. For bumpers, pipe 1 or 2 lines of gray frosting on
front and back of engine.

High Altitude (3500-6500 ft): Follow High Altitude directions on cake mix box.
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